11:10 a.m. – 12:35 p.m. @ Faculty Lounge (Room D-121A & B)
Facilitator: Professor Patricia McGhee – English

Judges: Heidi Bunkowske – Public Information Office, Virginia Escalante – English and Blanca Hedayat – Digital Print Production

A Glimpse at Immigration
Miguel Jaimes Major: Sociology
Rage Shane Major: Sociology
Abdul Salim Major: Sociology
Mentor: David Gauss - Sociology

Higher Education Bill of Rights
Miguel Meza Junior Major: Business Administration
Alma Nava Major: Business Administration
Mentor: Justin Akers-Chacon - Chicano Studies

Indigenous People's Contemporary Struggles for Earth Rights
Jessica Magpie Macres Major: Political Science
Masters in Political Science with an Emphasis on Native American StudiesMentor: Larissa Dorman - Political Science

Chron's and Colitis Awareness
Cesar Ortiz Major: Hotel and Restaurant Management
Arnold Barajas Major: Philosophy
Mentor: David Gauss - Sociology

Borderline Personality Disorder Recovery
Ana Villanueva Major: Psychology
Mentor: Penelope Mercer - Psychology

San Diego's Low-Income Community
Joceline Preciado Major: Social Work
Mentor: David Gauss - Sociology

Oxytocin and Sexual Couples
Charles Moreno Major: Psychology
Mentor: Penelope Mercer - Psychology
Prime Number 19 & Hidden Mathematical Structure of the Quran
Khatera Farouk Major: Nursing
*Mentor: David Gauss - Sociology*

Linear Algebra in Circuit Network Analysis
Andrew Camacho Major: Civil Engineering
Ian White Major: Structural Engineering
*Mentor: Guillermo Alvarez - Mathematics*

Sickle Cell and Malaria (P.S. They Don't Discriminate)
Cheniqua Dumolt Major: Anthropology
*Mentor: Arnie Schoenberg - Anthropology*

Chimpanzee Agression
Brandi Parker Major: Communications
Nelly Agundez Major: Psychology
*Mentor: Arnie Schoenberg - Anthropology*

“Questions & Answers” with Presenters (*time permitting*)